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Abstract: The main objective of this paper is to provide the seamless QoS services in integrated networks with 

effective utilization of network resources. It provides effective global internet services to the user and also 

satisfies their requirements. Since mobile users are increased day by day and sending real time applications is 

more popular, it makes the integrated network extremely attractive. In this case Quality of Service (QoS) 

flexibility and adequate network resources are needed for mobility, sending bursty application and so on. Most 

traditional QoS scheme provides flow based (IntServ) or class based (DiffServ) QoS almost without 

consideration of availability of resources that will support to transfer the information throughout network in 

order to deliver the information to the intended destination. Therefore a Packet based Differentiated Queueing 

Service (PDQS) is proposed. PDQS is originally proposed to balance between scalability with availability of 

resources and QoS adaptability in wired network and planned to extend this services to wireless networks. This 

paper mainly discusses how to use PDQS to support QoS services based on availability of network resources 

and how to adapt the packet from the loss in integrated networks. To this end, this idea is used to determine 

dynamic delay bounds from a wired network to edge router in wired-wireless network  and then to wireless 

destination, enhancement of buffer admission control and scheme to reduce the consumption of network 

resources. 

Keywords: Quality of Service (QoS) adaptability, wired-wireless integration, Differentiated Queuing Service 

(DQS), network resources, Admission control. 
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1. Introduction 

Expectations and applications of wired-wireless integration are increasing exponentially. 

Integrating wireless equipment with wired portions of a given solution is usually quite simple, since 

both types of equipment almost always have wired interfaces that meet industry standards. Among all 

mechanism used to support continuous services in this incorporated network, uninterrupted QoS shore 

up is particularly important by means of mobility and bursty applications. 

To provide these kinds of services to the users several schemes have been devised and applied to 

the network traditionally. Even some schemes has the situation to reserve the resources before it is 

going to provide the expected services others use the technique based on the class which consist 

number of request on particular resource that leads to provides a numerical assurance of service. 

Integrated service scheme was implemented to provide QoS based on the flow that contains the 

information about the network path along with congestion control information. Before going to 

transmit the packet it is necessary to know the requirements of resources and control information in 

order to control the flow of data [1],[15]. During the path setup stage the system is in the situation to 

reserve the resources at each hop from the source to the destination. The reserved resources will 

provide the guarantee of services throughout that particular flow without any restrictions. The new 

path is established with required resources for next flow and so on. When compared to ATM the 

Integrated service system operates over the all kinds of network type. Along with the packet 

transmission the system will measure the queuing delay at each hop that will helpful to transmit the 

next flow by means of minimizing the delay to deliver the packet from the source to the destination. 

Though it provides the flow based service guarantee it will not handle bursty data because it will not 

guarantees the hard services network .Particularly this kind of services is maximum applicable for 

sending multimedia applications.  

Differentiated Services was implemented to provide the QoS for all kinds of application 

effectively. Here similar kind of applications is considered as the class. The class based integration 

services are serviced using Multi protocol labelled switched networks (MPLS) [15]. The packets from 

various applications are marked by the host present in the network edge. This host shape the data 

based on the various network parameters like availability of network resources. The core router of the 

network will forward the marked packet based on per-hop behaviour of the packet‟s class. Here the 

router no needs to remember the details of multiple flows since the packet‟s are marked and shaped 

correctly [1]. Based on the hop behaviour the packets are transmitted with minimum delay or no delay 

at all. When compare to best effort packet, expedited forwarding will spend less time in queue that are 

marked by the marker. Even the system provides class based QoS services; it is difficult to implement 
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this kind of services in heterogeneous network and also service guarantees to be violated because of 

improper marking and shaping of traffic by the edge host.   

Finally distinct per-hop based QoS services for every granted flow can be achieved by using the 

integrated services. Here router in the integrated service network system has to maintain the 

information about all the flow‟s it leads to face the scalability problem in the services. By introducing 

the packet classification, marking and shaping schemes differentiated services will effectively handles 

this scalability problem and also routers in this network no need to maintain the information about all 

the transaction. Here flows are aggregated and it can be treated as single class into one particular flow. 

Differentiated service may provide the coarse QoS granularity for the flows aggregated into the same 

class because the router only needs to process a limited number of classes, and each class is treated 

independently. Now, most end-to-end QoS schemes can provide non-seamless QoS support in the 

wired-wireless integrated networks [4-8]. These schemes provide the QoS services based on 

partitioning the network into backbone (Diffserv) and access segments (Intserv). Network border map 

the service between backbone and access segments. Here extra mapping delay leads to degrade the 

performance of entire network.  

This paper is to describe the seamless QoS services in integrated networks with effective 

utilization of network resources. It provides effective global internet services to the user and also 

satisfies their requirements.  

The following section organizes the remainder of this paper. Section II provides an overview of 

PDQS implementation for wired and wireless integrated network. Section III discusses the detail 

description and mathematical calculation to determine the delay bound for every arriving packet at 

any router and also discusses the QoS aware routing protocol design. Section IV discusses the 

performance analysis of integrated network with QoS aware routing protocol. Finally estimate the 

QoS flexibility of the projected plan through simulation study. In conclusion, the work is summarised 

in Section V. 

SECTION II 

This division provide an outline of the QoS provisioning of IntServ, DiffServ, and DQS. The 

implementation of PDQS is discussed. 

2.1 Hindrance assurance of IntServ, DiffServ, and DQS 

For flow based service every router present in the network provides the delay bound that is to 

be calculated during the path setup phase along with resource reservation of particular flow. Until a 
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new resource reservation is made by the next flow the calculated delay bound is to be maintained by 

the entire router without changing the routing entries. Integrated service scheme particularly uses the 

scheduler based on delay bound generally earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduler [19]. In class based 

service allocates much greater service rate than the actual arrival for low latency traffic in order to 

reduce the queuing delay. Class-based weighted fair queuing and weighted round robin scheduling 

algorithms, etc are generally used for scheduling the packets. Differentiated service adopts strict 

priority queuing for scheduling and also gives delay guarantee in order to provide the highest service 

[20]. In DQS, Buffer Admission Control (BAC)only allows the packet to enter into the queue, based 

on the delay bound of the current router.BAC has the control over the all packets based on their delay 

bounds.  

2.2 Implementation of PDQS 

Estimating perfect delay bound of every incoming packet according to its end-to-end hindrance 

constraint is a key to providing QoS flexibility. The unique delay bound for each arriving packet at 

router i is calculated by 

𝐷 −  𝑑 𝑗
𝑖−1
𝑗=1 −  𝑑 𝑗

𝑛
𝑗=1+1       (1) 

where Defers to the end-to-end delay bound of this packet and 𝑑 𝑗  is the delay bound at router j. 

When j<i, 𝑑 𝑗  is the actual delay that the packet has experienced at node j. However, it is difficult for 

node i to determine 𝑑 𝑗  for j>i. In practice, an estimation algorithm is needed to approximate 𝑑 𝑗 for j>i. 

 To estimate the delay between the nodes inside the wireless networks the broadcast 

mechanism was proposed [1].Nodes present in the wireless network periodically sends the probe 

packet to its entire neighbour. The probe packet includes the timestamp information and delay 

information etc. When receiving the information the neighbours of the particular node calculates the 

difference between the timestamp values obtained from its upstream node then it updates its delay 

table and forward the same to its neighbour and finally this packet will reach the intended receiver. 

This operation will consume the resources. Since the wireless resources are scarce and precious this 

proposal is somewhat uneconomical and expected QoS guarantees will not satisfies the expectation.  

SECTION III 

Overview of the PDQS implementation and estimation of delay bound of incoming packets are 

discussed. Packet based differentiated queuing technique accurately estimate the maximum delay 

bound of the packet in the current router based on its downstream router. Dynamic delay bound is 

estimated for every incoming packet at router present in the integrated networks. Here the border 
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router will connect the wireless nodes with the wired nodes. Router present in the wired network is 

connected with wireless border router Fig. 1and also it depicts the overall architecture of wired- 

 

Fig. 1 Wired-wireless integrated network models for the simulation 

wireless integrated networks using Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and DQS implementation. It 

consists of various components such as Admission Control, Packet Classifier and Scheduler, Routing 

protocol. 

Three different algorithms are proposed to implement the PDQS system. (i) To calculate the delay 

bounds for routers in various sub networks because the estimation delay bounds needs the delay 

information from other routers. To know the other router delay information all the routers are 

synchronised based on clocks or timestamp. (ii) To calculate the dynamic delay bound in border 

router, router present in the wired network and routers present in the wireless networks are 

synchronized and shares their routing table periodically. (iii)To estimate the queuing delay Buffer 

Admission control is used, through this incoming packet should be admitted in the queue based on 

their delay bound.  
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3.1 DQS (Differentiated Queuing Service) 

The per-packet differentiated queuing service (PDQS) technique was projected for wired 

networks primarily and it was unmitigated to wireless networks. PDQS tries to balance between 

scalability and QoS granularity by using two mechanisms. First the dynamic delay bound is calculated 

and updated periodically. The second mechanism is the enhancement of Buffer Admission Control 

(BAC).  

 

Fig2. Block diagram of wired –wireless integrated networks 

Each incoming packet is appropriately positioned in the queue according to its QoS   

obligation. The output scheduler just picks up the packet at the head of line for service. Maximum 

delayed packet is defined exactly, from this lifetime of the associated packet is estimated and 

forwarded. 

Whenever the node receives this packet it will check whether the lifetime of the particular 

packet is expired or not. If the lifetime of the particular packet is expired then the node drops the 

packet and immediately placed that packet into a best effort service queue. This is the way PDQS uses 

the resources efficiently and support to provide QoS in integrated networks. 
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The delay bound of every arriving packet according to its end-to-end delay requirement is a 

key to providing QoS adaptability. The original delay bound for each arriving packet at router i is 

calculated by Eq. (1). 

3.2 Calculation of dynamic delay bound 

The long queuing delay is happened at border routers when the integrated network is 

congested and at the same time the delay bound is estimated in border router and assign the service 

priorities to the packet. Based on this service priorities the packets are scheduled this leads to avoid 

the emergent packet overdue. So the estimation of delay bound of every arriving packet in different 

locations is important for PDQS. Three different algorithms are proposed to calculate the delay 

bounds of arriving packets in three different locations.   . 

3.2.1Border router 

Incoming packets are delivered into the wireless networks through the border router. Before 

going to deliver the packet it check its delay between itself and destination through its delay table. If it 

is not found dynamically it will calculate the delay bound of the arriving packet and tolerate with 

current router. The following formula is used to calculate delay bound for the arriving packet. 

 

𝑑𝑖 = 𝐷 −  𝑑𝑗
𝑖−1
𝑗=1 − 𝐷 𝑛  (2) 

Where, 𝑑𝑖  – delay bound that tolerate the border router i. D - tolerable end-to-end delay of the 

packet.dj – represents the actual delay that the packet has experienced at router j. 

To calculate the delay information further the border router will encapsulate the timestamp 

and border router address into the header of the packet. Once the packet is successfully delivered to 

the intended destination, it calculates the 𝐷 𝑛 from the border router to itself by accessing the time 

stamp manifest by the border router in the packet header. Then, it calculates the average delay  

 

𝐷 𝑛 = (𝐷 𝑛 + 𝐷 𝑛 𝑁 − 1 )/𝑁 (3) 

Where 𝐷 𝑛 is the last average delay, N is the total number of packets currently received by the 

destination within a period, which is the time interval that the source receives a delay feedback from 

the destination. 

 

The new average delay information is updated in local table by the destination. The delay 

table only stores the information on the delay from the border router to this destination node. In case 
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the estimated period is over then the destination node sends back a delay update packet to the wireless 

border router, informing it of the latest delay from the border router to this destination. 

The border router update its delay table when its receives the delay update packet from 

destination. The border router maintains a timer for each destination. If the delay information of some 

intention has not been reorganized for a period of time, it assumes that the particular destination is 

stationary or inaccessible and completely deletes its record consequently to save the storage resource 

and avoid large deviation of delay bounds. 

 

 

3.2.2Wireless Networks 

In wireless networks the packets can travel more than one hop to reach the destination. 

Efficient routing technique is designed in order to effectively utilize the network resources. From this 

the packet can easily identify the remaining hop to reach the destination.  The equation given below is 

used to determine the delay bound of an incoming packet on any wireless node inside the domain. 

        𝑑𝑖 =
𝐷− 𝑑𝑗

𝑖−1
𝑗=1

ℎ𝑖
    (4) 

Where 𝑑𝑖 - is the delay bound that the packet can put up with at wireless node i. 

           D- Tolerable end-to-end delay of the packet.  

dj- Actual delay that the packet has knowledgeable at node j.  

hi- Number of remaining hops from the current Wireless node destination along the path. 

 

3.2.3Wired network 

 

In wired network the flow of packet can easily identify the destination without making the 

delay because of direct services. Current router depends on the downstream router to estimate the 

delay bound of incoming packet. Therefore, the delay bound is calculated by 

 

𝑑𝑖 = 𝐷 −  𝑑𝑗
𝑖−1
𝑗=1 − 𝐷 𝑛    (5) 

Where𝐷 𝑛 is a predictable delay from the last hop of the wired network to the wireless destination. If 

the incoming packet is forwarded to a wired destination, 𝐷 𝑛 is set to zero. hi- is the number of 

remaining hops from the current router to the wireless border router along the path. 
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3.3 Admission Control 
 

Admission control deals with resource allocation efficiently. Only if sufficient resources are 

available for a request then admission will be granted. Admission depicts here the privilege to start the 

communication. The Routers communally estimate that there are inadequate resources to assurance 

the requested QOS, and then the flow is not admitted.  

Admission control management decides whether the network is able to admit the packet or 

not. If the network is able to admit the packet, it allows for further processing. Otherwise, it discards 

the packet. After admitting the packet, the packet marked with timestamp T (timestamp). When the 

packet comes on QOS routing, it decides the algorithm whose cost and delay are less. 

3.4 Packet Classifier and Packet Scheduler 

Before forwarding the packet it must be mapped into classes. Based on the QoS requirements 

the incoming packets are grouped either into single flow or set of flow. Packet scheduling is important 

to achieve the QoS .Based on the availability of resources the packets are scheduled for further 

services. Making efficient utilization of resources is complicated one. So the system needs to maintain 

certain policy to schedule the packet in wireless networks like to determine the packet loss priority. 

3.5 QAR Protocol Design 

Quality of service aware protocol is used to provide the QOS services in integrates services 

by using admission control mechanism. It is initiate that proactively maintain the backup routes for 

dynamic sessions, adapting transmission rates, and routing can noticeably improve the reliability of 

guaranteed throughput services. This protocol can be designed by following, 

Topological Design: The nodes are deployed randomly in the network and each node send the 

HELLO message to their neighbours containing the node‟s id, message, port number and the hop 

count. 

Primary and Alternate path Finding: The source node ascertain the path to the target by broadcasting 

RREQ message to their neighbours and the corresponding destination will unicast the RREP to the 

source node. Along with the primary path it also finds one back up route for the same destination with 

unique path. 

Backup route Maintenance: The backup route is periodically checked by sending the ACK message in 

the backup route. If the route does not exist then it again finds the alternate backup route for the same 

source and destination. 
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Adapting transmission rate: If there is no loss in the flow then system will increment the transmission 

rate. If there is any loss in the flow then the transmission rate is reduced to its previous value. 

Performance Analysis: The performance of QAR and AC are analysed through the parameters like 

throughput, Packet Delivery Ratio, number of packet dropped ratio, and energy consumption in the 

network based on time. 

3.6 Wired-Wireless-Integration  

The border gateway protocol (BGP) is an exterior routing protocol developed for use in 

integrating wired and wireless network. The key feature of BGP is that it uses a technique known as 

path-vector routing. The functional procedures are involved in BGP: 

Neighbours acquisition: Exchange of routing information between the routers present in the 

different autonomous system. Router in one autonomous system sends open message to other routers 

in another autonomous system. If the target router wants that communication it accepts the request, it 

send back a keep alive message as acknowledgement. 

Neighbours reachability: Two neighbour routers periodically share the keep alive messages in order 

to maintain the relationship confirmation.  

Network reachability: Each router preferred its own path to deliver the information to the destination 

by maintaining the route database. If there are any changes in the path then all routers periodically 

update its routing database in order to provide the efficient services.  

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

By using PDQS technique, network can be able to transmit the overdue packet within 

available resources. The results are simulated using NS2 (Network Simulator Version-2.34). The QoS 

adaptability by QAR (QoS Aware Routing) protocol is experiment for the QoS efficiency to achieve 

the real time packet transmission. Simulation studies are also conducted to compare QAR protocol 

with DSDV (Destination Sequence Distance Vector) routing protocol and to evaluate the efficiency of 

DQS algorithm for wired-wireless integrated networks. Finally the performance parameters are 

evaluated. 

The wired network contains multiple traffic sources and the fixed backbone routers. A 

wireless border router (Gateway) with a capacity of 5.5 kbps interconnects the wired and wireless 

networks. 
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Table 1 Simulation Environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the capacity of the ad hoc network is limited bandwidth of the wired routers can be set 

as up to 10kbps. Simulation environment executes 50ms, node0 and node 49 is the source and 

destination respectively. The source node discover the route to the destination by broadcasting the 

RREQ message to their neighbours and the corresponding destination will unicast the RREP to the 

source node. Along with the primary path it also finds one back up route for the same destination with 

unique path finds the alternate backup route for the same source and destination. 

The backup route is periodically checked by sending the ACK message in the backup route. If 

the route does not exist then it will find the next available shortest path. If there is no loss in the 

transmission then the transmission rate is incremented. If there is any loss in the flow then the 

communication rate is reduced to its previous value.  

The performance of QAR and AC are analysed through the parameters like throughput, and 

Packet Delivery Ratio, drop, and energy consumption in the network based on time. Simulation 

environment executes 50ms, node0 and node 49 is the source and destination respectively. 

Simulation environment executes 50ms, node0 and node 49 is the source and destination 

respectively. The source node discover the route to the destination by broadcasting the RREQ 

message to their neighbours and the corresponding destination will unicast the RREP to the source 

node. Along with the primary path it also finds one back up route for the same destination with unique 

path finds the alternate backup route for the same source and destination. 

The backup route is periodically checked by sending the ACK message in the backup route. If 

the route does not exist then it will find the next available shortest path. If there is no loss in the 

Statistic Value 

Simulator NS2.34 

Routing Protocol DSDV, AODV and QAR 

802.11 Data Rate 1mbps/2mbps/5mbps 

No. of Nodes 50 

Scenario Size 800m*800m 

Simulation Time 200s 

Channel Type Wireless/Wired 

Network Interface Type Phy/WirelessPhy 

Mobility Model Random Waypoint Model 
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transmission then the transmission rate is incremented. If there is any loss in the flow then the 

communication rate is reduced to its previous value. The performance of QAR and AC are analysed 

through the parameters, throughput, and Packet Delivery Ratio, drop, and energy consumption in the 

network based on time. 

At time 30ms the QAR protocol achieve maximum throughput upto 31kpbs whereas DSDV 

protocol maintains the linear transmission of data after 10ms Fig 4.1 Maximum throughput can be 

achieved by using Quality of service Aware Routing Protocol when compare to existing protocol 

during the transmission time. 

Initially DSDV performed well; up to 20ms the throughput was good for both the protocol 

when the data rate is in 18kbps of packets. After 20ms DSDV showed linear transmission of packets. 

This is because DSDV does not follows adaptive transmission rate but QAR follows adaptive 

transmission rate whenever congestion occurs in the path. 

At the time interval of 32-42ms the QAR throughput is slightly varied due to the 

identification of congestion which leads to packet loss. In this situation the protocol simply reduces its 

packet transmission rate in the subsequent interval. At 40ms the graph shows packet transmission for 

both DSDV and QAR is same. Again QAR is increased it performance at 50ms it has shown the data 

packet to be 23kbps. 

 

Fig. 4.1 Performance result of QAR routing protocol –Throughput. 
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Fig 4.2 shows that the throughput for the integrated networks at 20ms the number of packet 

transmission gets high i.e. 7.5 kbps packets are transmitted and this was maintained in subsequent 

interval. Here good throughput is achieved because node inside the wireless network is shorter than 

the border router. Scheduling packet according to their QoS requirement will leads to achieve the 

better throughput in integrated networks by using the QAR protocol. When compare to the traffic load 

in border router is lower than the interior node the system achieves expected QoS services.  

The comparative analysis of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) of existing routing protocol DSDV 

with proposed Quality of service Aware Routing protocol is represented in Fig .4.3 

 

Fig. 4.2 Performance analysis of Integrated Networks- Throughput 
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Fig. 4.3 Performance result of QAR routing protocol- Packet Delivery Ratio 

 

Table 2.  Performance analysis of throughput, packet delivery ratio, packet drop ratio, energy in 

different time interval for QAR routing protocol 

Time 

(ms) 

Throughput (kbps) Packet Delivery Ratio 

(kbps) 

Packet Drop Ratio 

(kbps) 

Energy (joules) 

Existing QAR Existing QAR Existing QAR Existing QAR 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 

5 11.0399 2.6496 1 1 0 0 99.98 99.99 

10 18.5472 5.2991 1 1 0 0 99.94 99.99 

15 18.5472 8.6335 1 0.849 0 3 99.90 99.98 

20 18.1055 19.1552 1 1 0 0 99.85 99.97 

25 18.5472 22.5599 1 1 0 0 99.80 99.96 

30 18.5472 31.0016 1 0.608 0 27 99.75 99.96 

35 18.1056 22.3232 1 1 51 0 99.71 99.95 

40 18.1056 19.1552 0.567 1 3 0 99.65 99.94 

45 17.664 20.8576 0.951 1 0 25 99.60 99.92 

50 18.1056 23.6223 1 0.568 0 0 99.52 99.92 
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The packet loss is reduce while maintaining the packet loss ratio between the number of 

packets sent by the node 1 and the number of packet received by the node 49.Since all the nodes in the 

integrated networks must maintain the primary and backup path to reach other nodes, the pocket loss 

ratio is minimized.When applying this protocol in integrated netwoks to transmit the data from 

wireless to wired node Fig. 4.4  the packet delivery ratio is maintained as 1mbps  up to the time 

interval 25ms.Figure 4.5 here, there is a chance for packet loss. The packet loss is defined as the 

difference between  total count of packet sent by the source node 1 and the number of packet received 

by the destination node 49. At the time interval 30-45ms the drop ratio of DSDV protocol is too high 

but at the same time interval there is no  packet loss by using QAR protocol. 

 

Fig. 4.4 Performance analysis of Integrated Networks- Packet Delivery Ratio 

 
Fig. 4.5 Performance result of QAR routing protocol- Drop 
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When applying this protocol in integrated netwoks to transmit the data from wireless to wired 

node Fig. 4.4  the packet delivery ratio is maintained as 1mbps  up to the time interval 25ms.At the 

time interval 30-45ms the drop ratio of DSDV protocol is too high but at the same time interval there 

is no  packet loss by using QAR protocol Fig 4.5.When applying QAR protocol in integrated netwoks 

to transmit the data from wireless to wired node there is no packet drop ,up to 25ms the packet loss 

ratio is null.This is because there is no delay during the data transmission Fig.4.6, so the average delay 

for the packet during the transmission time is minimized. Based on the current network condition the 

transmission rate is either increased or decreased.So the delay can be minimized by suing the adaptive 

transmission protocol. 

 

Fig. 4.6 Performence analysis of Integrated Networks- Delay 

 

Fig. 4.7 Performance result of QAR routing protocol- Energy 
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Fig. 4.8 Performance analysis of Integrated Networks- Energy 

Because of mobility and sending bursty application , the energy level of ad hoc network should be 

maintained. Here Fig. 4.7 the energy level of the  nodes are maintained in QAR protocol when 

compare to existing one.At the time interval of 0-50ms the energy level of QAR protocol is 

maintained at 99.99 joules where as the DSDV protocol is 99.5 joules.When applying QAR  protocol 

in integrated netwoks to transmit the data from wireless to wired node the energy level Fig4.8  for the 

wireless node is maintained up to 94 joules. Here, energy level of each node is to be maintained with 

respect to mobility. Each source and destination pair of nodes reserves the backup path for continuous 

transmission. So, the node will not loose the energy for identifying the path as well as for transmitting 

data.  

V. CONCLUSION 

Adaptive QoS service is the challenging task in both wired and wireless networks. Network 

resources play the vital role to provide the QoS in both kinds of networks in the case of mobility in 

wireless networks and traffic burstiness in wired network. This work deals with QoS Aware Routing 

protocol for wireless link management in order to overcome the routing problem of real time 

applications and mobility in ad hoc wireless network and then it deals with the delay bounds to 

determine dynamically at the packet level based on PDQS to maintain QoS adaptability in such kind 

of networks. 

 The control packets required for forwarding from wired to wireless node becomes the 

overhead to identify the gateway. This can be minimized in future for simultaneous data transmission 

between wired and wireless networks. This protocol design has been contributes more towards delay 

management for effective usage of bandwidth, so that admission control is utilized more efficiently. 

 

Time (ms) 
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